It would require an article of considerable length, or a page by page list, to
detail all the stylistic, bibliographical and historical solecisms with which
the preliminary matter teems and to examine its obscurely explained
methodology and the utility of the unreferenced lists which follow.

The correctives adduced above could prove salutary for users of a
publication, produced at public expense, which has enjoyed some currency.
According to a letter of 19th December, 1988 to this writer from the
Principal Archivist, Archives Authority of New South Wales:

The total expenditure from the Bicentennial grant upon *The Catholics
of New South Wales* was about $25,000, the great bulk of which was
direct printing costs. It is confidently expected that this expenditure
will be more than recouped from sales. And indeed, you will be
gratified to know that hundreds of copies have already been sold. (file
reference AO 87/109A).

Gratified users of this publication may care to advise the publishing body
of their satisfaction.

*Frank R.L. Carleton*

*.....................*

**PERSONNEL UPDATES AND NEWS**

**LIBRARIAN SEEKING POSITION:**

Lyn Elsholz, recently returned from Christian Leaders Training
College in PNG seeks position anywhere in Australia. Contact Lyn
on (02) 899 2612 or (02) 651 1270; Address: 59 Jaffa Road, Dural,
NSW, 2158.

**STAFF MOVEMENTS:**

Corpus Christi College in Melbourne has seen the following changes. In
June 1992 Kay Cole retired and has been replaced by Virginia de
Crespigny, formerly at Deakin University Library. At the end of the year
Jean Leggett resigned. Lorraine Chapman and Judith Harker have
joined the CCC team. Farewell and welcome respectively!

Ruth Millard, Ridley College, Melbourne, begins maternity leave at the
end of May. Best wishes to Ruth and husband Ian. Welcome to Kerrie
Hunter who fills Ruth's position for several months.